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Fool’s Mate
by Stephen Bracco
As the chess match commenced, my maladjust
ed and rat-faced manservant, Inchwing, slouched
against a bust of my great-grandfather, Beaure
gard St. Fustian, w ho’d grown rich providing
pastries to both Union and Confederate soldiers.
Inchwing’s family had for generations worked for
the Fustian clan until he'd been caught regularly
exporting dessert spoons from the premises in his
socks. He’d been placed in my care in the hopes
of a transformation. Tightening my smoking jacket
over my expansive belly —raised in the family
business of Fustee Pastries had enlarged not only
my bank account but also my girth —I swore I
once again heard derisive snickering coming from
the framed portraits of my ancestors. Orrick St.
Fustian, they said from beyond the grave, you’ll
always be the family fool. I'd tried in vain to instill
in Inchwing a sensitivity to proper servility, but he
was an unrepentant lowbrow, and in his butler’s
tails resembled a shaved hyena entangled in an
unfortunate traveler’s luggage.
“Odds are ten to one for the hometown guy,”
Inchwing whispered as the players took their seats
in Fustian Manor’s library. “Already put down a
wad of green on Snodgrass. He’s had a rough year,
but he’ll slaughter the Russian kid.”
Snodgrass was a brooding scarecrow with
bony wrists sticking out from his jacket sleeves.
Despite his success as a chess master, Snodgrass’s
reputation was that of a petulant loner, and indeed
the gossip was that his marriage was on the rocks.
His young Russian opponent, Blochenko, was a
pale specimen of sickly boyhood in his gray V-neck
sweater and strangling necktie. He flinched as his
grandfather, a cigar-chomping bulldog plucked
whole from the streets of old Moscow, commanded
him to achieve nothing less than total victory.
Snodgrass’s manager, Dreeser, had oiled coils
of black hair slicked back to show a shiny melon
of a forehead and jughead ears. He was behind his

charge, rubbing Snodgrass’s bony shoulders and
providing encouragement:
“ Snoddy, old b-b-boy, you’re going to blaze
like a ph-ph-phoenix today.”
Inchwing poked me in the belly. “That’s no lie,
B-b-boss. And I’m going to make a b-b-bundle.”
I frowned at my manservant, and not only due
to his the cruel jest. “ Really, Inchwing. Gambling
on a chess game? And at ten to one? Quite a risk.
If Snodgrass doesn’t win — ”
Inchwing’s coattails flared out as he shoved
both hands into his trouser pockets, a gesture I'd
repeatedly discouraged in him. “G uy’s deep in
debt, Boss. He’s gotta win. Plus, the Russian kid’s
out of his league. It’s a cakewalk.”
My stomach grumbled, and I had to concur. The
Blochenko boy was but a sapling, and as my family
history proved, pecuniary greed forced people into
ethical compromises. I said, “The wife undoubtedly
has expensive tastes.”
Inchwing jerked his bushy brows, proud of his
inside knowledge of the ugly specifics.
“Ain't the wife. Boss.” He chucked his chin
up at a young blonde woman in a red leather skirt
and chalky white blouse, whom gossip claimed to
be Snodgrass’s mistress.
“Babs Elori,” said Inchwing. “Dumb as a sock,
and with a bottomless purse.”
She was picking from a plate of complimentary
Fustee Pastries and squinted at the upright demo
board displaying a chess grid with magnetized
pieces propped up, to allow the audience a view
of the players’ moves. She looked as lost as 1 did
in my few games of chess with Inchwing. The dis
play grid had a nearly military aspect to it with its
number-and-letter coordinates, an irritating system
for me, and apparently for her, to comprehend.
Across the aisle from Babs Elori, Mrs. Snod
grass sat in a boxy brown pantsuit with closecropped platinum hair, showing off diamond
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earrings and a face that looked chipped out of
oak.
Everyone knew her story: a Russian gymnast
who’d defected in her heyday to marry the up-andcoming American chess genius. Although she was
still muscular, Mrs. Snodgrass had bulked out since
her days on the pommel horse, the languid life of
a chess widow providing her with a taste for the
glittering things in life.
I was relieved when Inchwing turned from gos
sip to the strategies displayed on the demo board. A
dozen moves in, Blochenko shyly brought out his
red queen. The boy played tightly with skeptical
caution while his grandfather’s cigar blew fumes
upon my library’s rare editions. Snodgrass’s play
was looser, advancing with one piece while with
drawing with another, only to reveal the hidden
attack by a third piece. His was a reckless yet ag
gressive strategy. By middlegame he had blocked
all of Blochenko’s pawns, claiming piece after
piece and forcing the Russian boy into a consistent
defense. Snodgrass checked, and two moves later
the boy counterchecked.
“Spite check,” said Inchwing, sucking on his
teeth. “He plays like you.”
1 felt sorry for the boy hunched over the board
with his grandfather glaring at his back. Dreeser
watched coolly, his legs in silk trousers crossed,
one suede shoe bobbing. His forehead was inex
plicably shiny with sweat; Snodgrass was winning,
but Dreeser looked nervous.
Blochenko lost his beloved red queen and all
his other essential pieces as Snodgrass bounded
toward the conclusion; he slid his rook up to
Blochenko’s back row for a check and as a second
pincer with his other rook, already in a protected
third row position. The audience murmured, and I
looked to my manservant for explanation.
Inchwing leaned over to me, his cheap cologne
tickling my nostrils. “All over for Russia. His pawn
is blocked at c7, and Snodgrass is going to move
his queen to h4 to get the king in a diagonal check,
and then he'll move his knight to e5 for the mate.”
8
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He blinked at me, delighting in the confounded
look on my face at the game’s jargon. “A child
could see it, Boss.”
Miffed by Inchwing’s critique, I slid a choco
late-covered strawberry between my lips and
looked to Snodgrass’s party: his wife was pleased, a
smile hacked into her severe face. Coach Dreeser’s
forehead gleamed with beads of sweat, his sugarbowl ears reddening; beside him, Babs Elori traced
a crimson fingernail back and forth on his thigh as
she squinted at the notation running down the side
of the board.
When he finally reached up to the board, Snod
grass closed his fingers around not the queen, but
the knight. Inchwing gasped, along with others in
the crowd. Blochenko straightened in his chair, and
his gruff grandpa, upon seeing the move displayed
on the board, rose to his feet. Incredulous voices
rose up, yet the judges remained calm while they
examined the board. Dreeser, too, finally stood.
“It’s a stalemate!” Inchwing yelped, flinging
up his arms, his jacket riding up on him.
“The jerk played it in the exact wrong order.
Now the Russian, he can’t make any move without
putting himself in check.” He threw his hands to his
face. “Even you could have seen that, Boss!”
I cast aside the sting of my servant’s critique
as the judge addressed the crowd and, as antici
pated, announced the stalemate. Dreeser went up to
Snodgrass and patted him on the back; Snodgrass
shrugged him off, sending his water glass crash
ing to the floor and the hundred-year-old wood
planks of my forefathers. With a broad smile,
young Blochenko looked stunned to have been
retrieved from the brink of failure, and he faced his
grandfather, arms upraised for a hug. The old man
swung his hand back and slapped the boy across the
face. The crowd hushed, and the old man hustled
the boy away.
For the rest of that day and evening, a shaken
Inchwing returned to his own chessboard to replay
the entire game, thanks to the printout of moves
supplied by the judges. It was well known that his
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ex-hero Snodgrass did that very thing at the end
of every match: replayed both sides of the game
to catch subtleties missed the first time around.
As I was hosting the players and their families for
an overnight stay in Fustian Manor’s many guest
rooms, I felt sure that Snodgrass was torturing him
self with that very ritual, wishing to rewrite history
while stinking up his guest room with the smell
of his cigarettes. I fell asleep in my own quarters
contemplating the day’s unfortunate events—the
shocking upset, an old m an’s cruelty to his grand
son, the stained wood floor—and after a night of
fitful chessboard phantoms was awakened at dawn
by Inchwing. Delivering breakfast to our guest, he
had found the fallen chess champion, Cecil Snod
grass, dead in his room.
The body lay face down on the carpet, the back
of its head impolitely dented in by the apple-shaped
lead ashtray I’d purchased some years back as a
memento of my trip to Sir Isaac Newton’s home
in England. The ashtray lay on the floor, its cheery
souvenir inscription grimly inapt.
Inchwing said, “He was clobbered by the apple,
and gravity took over.”
On the bedside table sat Snodgrass’s chess
board and a full glass of water. To my eyes, the
board was set up as an exact replica of the previous
day’s match at the stalemate. No doubt the victim
had finished replaying the game when he'd been
hit from behind. Yet Inchwing was puzzled. “Them
last pieces,” he said and got out his own stained and
wrinkled notation of the game. “They’re wrong.
The king's already moved away from the queen,
but she hasn't moved yet. Why'd he do that?”
As if the corpse would provide an answer, he
crouched down in front of the body, his arms hang
ing between his knees the way monkeys are known
to squat. 1 wished to lock up the room immediately
for the police, but I pressed my foot down onto a
patch of spilled water in the carpet. I lowered my
bulk with a grunt for inspection and sensed an odor
that had followed me since I'd awakened. Years of

ate

training in the pastry business had sensitized my
nose to the slightest variation, and I sniffed thrice.
Besides the smell of cigarette butts scattered on
the carpet, there was also the unmistakable stench
of a cheap cigar.
I was about to pursue that mystery when some
thing caught my eye. From this low angle, I had a
view of Snodgrass’s face in one-quarter profile: in
death his sallow visage looked just slightly more
forlorn than in life. Blood lined the inside of his
mouth just behind the teeth, a pitiful sight, and I
was about to stand to get away from the grotesquerie when I found myself peering closer at the
corpse’s grim rictus. Ordering Inchwing to fetch
me a fountain pen from the desk drawer, I tapped at
the teeth with the impromptu probe, and I opened
the jaw a fraction to make a discovery of which
Newton would have been proud: the red behind the
teeth was not blood at all but became clear once
the item slid loose of the incisors.
“Jeez,” Inchwing whispered. “The red queen.
He’s bit into it with his teeth — ” He stared bug-eyed
as I handed him back the befouled pen, which he
slid into his breast pocket, to my disgust, “ —just
like it were an apple.”
The guests were gathering about a pastry table
which had been set up with plates of warmed sweet
rolls, urns of coffee, and an array of pots steeping
with select teas. I’d instructed Inchwing to reveal
nothing of the calamity upstairs. For once, he
obeyed me without question, no doubt eager to
catch the one among them who was the killer.
“Snoddy is on a d-d-downward s-s-slope,”
said Dreeser. He wore a royal blue terrycloth robe
that ended at thin yet hirsute calves. “Yesterday’s
game was just the culmination of t-t-two years of
losses.”
“You made him take a dive,” said Inchwing as
he presented a tray of cubed cantaloupe. He nar
rowed his eyes at Dreeser, almost as if admiring the
other man’s criminality. “It’s the only explanation
for Snodgrass’s final move.”
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D reeser threw
his head back and
spread his lips in a
confident grin. “Ri
diculous,” he said.
“ Fustian, your
se rv a n t is a real
fabu list.” He was
relaxed, his voice
free of all stutter,
as if e m p o w e re d
by the accusation.
“ W hen Snoddy
comes down, w e’ll
straighten that out.”
Inchw ing re
filled the cup in my
outstretched arm.
“That s-s-stutter,”
he whispered with
a nasty smirk, “ it
c o m e s and goes,
don’t it?”
He was right:
Dreeser’s affliction
resembled the man
ner in which some
singers are golden
voiced in perfor
mance yet reduced to gibberish when speaking.
I could not help, however, giving Inchwing a
chastising look for his nasty humor.
He acted no better toward Mrs. Snodgrass,
throwing her a snarl as she held out her teacup and
saucer. Her hair was still sleep-squashed, and she
was in a plain dressing gown with shoulder pads
that added a militaristic touch. Her words bore
the frost of a Russian accent tracing her words:
“Stop lying, Dreeser. We all know it. You made a
bundle fixing the game.” She chewed her toast as
she glared at Miss Elori, already dressed in tight
jeans and red tube top.
“You and that silly slut who doesn’t know a
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queen’s side from
a f o o l ’s m a t e . ”
She regained her
steely composure
and coldly ordered
Inchwing to fetch
her a sticky bun.
“ Forgive me,
Mrs. Snodgrass,”
I said, “but I sense
my employee’s of
fended you in some
way.”
Inchwing

Photo (detail) by Jo el Kendall

was reduced to a
s h e e p is h h u n c h
as he brought me
a w arm ed c ro is
sant on which he’d
m e lte d a pat of
butter. “Lady gave
me hell last night,
Boss.”
She tightened
the belt of her robe.
“Oh, please! Some
thing woke me up,

and j rung you r

man for a whiskey.
When he brought it to me with ice, I was a bit
short with him because I’d ordered it straight up.”
She shrugged and looked about the room. “He’d
botched it. It was 2 a.m., and I was exhausted.”
Inchwing said. “You’re right, except for one
thing.” He appealed to me. “ She asked for her
booze on the rocks the first time, because I remem
ber thinking as I went down to the bar, ‘A rich dame
like that, she’s got plenty of rocks to wear, what
does she need more for?” ’
I raised one hand to prevent her rejoinder.
“What is that, Mrs. Snodgrass, ‘a fool’s mate’?”
“A mate which traps a fool.” She dabbed at her
lips with a napkin as she glanced at the Blochen-
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kos, who were only then joining us in the dining
room.
Young Blochenko wore a purple bruise under
his eye, and as I buttered my croissant—Inchwing
being notoriously skimpy in a misguided attempt
to force me to diet—I recalled his grandfather’s
cruel slap but was unsure if it had been on that
side of the face. The poor boy was in powder-blue
pajamas dotted with a chess-piece design, which
Inchwing could not help but admire. He ignored
the young man’s injury—for streetwise Inchwing,
black eyes and split lips were as common as paper
cuts were for the rest of us. Grandpa Blochenko
furiously puffed on a cigar in mere undershirt and
trousers, suspenders loose at his sides. “That whole
game was for fools!”
“Hey, Gramps,” said Inchwing, “that stalemate
saved your kid from a loss.” He snapped his fingers
at the sulking young Russian. “Hey, Boyo, how
many rubles for the jammies?”
Dreeser said, “St. Fustian, can’t you c-c-control
your butler? It’s too early for these sh-sh-shenanigans.”
1 said, “Forgive me, Mr. Dreeser, if I retort with
my own intrusion into your personal life. Have
you always had this affliction of speech? Or is it
an expression of guilt over your money-making
scheme with Snodgrass?”
Dreeser sighed, “Fustian, I told you, such a
scheme was entirely in your servant’s tiny mind.
And as for the stutter, it is imperceptible if I can
c-c-control it. And where is S-s-snoddy? He’s going
to miss the cheesecake if you inhale all of it.”
Inchwing haw-hawed in my face, a subversion
of my authority I ignored for a greater discovery:
“Inchwing,” I said, “perhaps you could come clean
as to why your jacket has smelled of Mr. Blochen
ko’s cigar since the moment you awoke me.”
He looked down sheepishly and held the silver
tray before him like a pathetic shield.
“Jeez,” my butler said. “Well, it was like this.
The old man, I could hear him screaming at the
nephew when I passed their room around ten last
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night. I didn’t like him bullying his grandson, so I
forced him out of his room to the servant’s quarters.
His ashes got all over my jacket.” He looked at
the old man as if he’d like to arrange a hit through
past mob acquaintances. “Hey, right is right, and
the way he treated that kid wasn’t.”
As the tumult of facts, truths, and lies roiled
in my Fustian brain, I stirred the turmoil in my
teacup. The liquid swirled with tiny leaves, and
I craved a piece of cake sprinkled with chocolate
shavings. “You’re right, Inchwing: right is indeed
right. And, my dear friends, dead is dead, and so
is Snodgrass.”
As anticipated, my guests stood with loud
ejaculations of shock at my dramatic announce
ment, all seemingly genuine and impossible to
discern from the fakery. I continued: “If I seem to
forego mourning, my friends, it is only due to my
fervor in exacting justice for the crime committed
in my home. I propose that Mr. Snodgrass tried to
provide us with the identity of his killer, and out
of respect for the dead, I will pursue that line of
inquiry.”
I stood and paced, my cashmere slippers whis
pering on the Oriental carpet’s dizzying designs.
“The killer enters Snodgrass’s room, and they
get into an unexpected argument. Which of you
was it, and what was it about? Was it over money,
Mr. Dreeser? Or love and betrayal, my dear ladies?
Or vengeance for the game, Messrs. Blochenko? In
the heat of the moment, Snodgrass is felled with a
blow to the head. The chessboard and water glass
are upended. In a panic, our killer tries to replace
the chess pieces by following the notation, but he
gets it wrong. An understandable weakness, Miss
Elori, with which I identify.”
The young woman grabbed at a nearby bear
claw, either as weapon or for oral comfort. Dreeser
tightened his arm around her shoulders. He said.
“You c-c-can’t be s-s-serious.”
I continued: “Or perhaps Mr. Dreeser is the
guilty party and sought to frame you. Miss Elori.
with that obvious mistake. Or maybe it is Mrs.
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Snodgrass, with that bit of whiskey business con
cerning my servant. Yes, Mrs. Snodgrass, I could
not help being skeptical at your convenient alibi.
‘Something’ awoke you—no doubt the crash of the
blow —and there you are innocently in your room
all but assured of my servant’s collaboration. Un
less of course you did the deed earlier, before even
calling Inchwing, and merely conjured the alibi.”
I looked to the younger Blochenko, who was
slurping a spoonful of rice pudding. “Yet perhaps
our young visitor committed the act in vengeance
for the humiliation of a deliberate stalemate. When
your grandfather had been taken away to the ser
vants’ quarters, maybe you received that shiner
from Snodgrass in the struggle. Or indeed, sir—”
I extended an opened hand at the old man, “ — you
might have killed Snodgrass when no one would
see you leaving the servants’ quarters.”
I stood before them all, teacup and saucer
cradled at my chest, regal in my purple dressing
gown. “Indeed, any one of you might have framed
any of the others, and we'd be—forgive me —in
a stalemate, were it not for the true chess master
among us.”
Inchwing blushed and ran his scuffed shoes on
the carpet. “Aw, Boss.”
“I refer to Snodgrass, Inchwing, not you. And
please keep your shoes in a lustrous condition, as
I’ve repeatedly told you.”
I moved about the weighty silence until I was
sure I held all present in the palm of my hand as
sweetly as a sugar-dusted Fustee mini-muffin. I told
them of the red queen gripped in Snodgrass’s teeth,
in Inchwing’s words, “as if it were an apple.” I’d
obviously stunned them with my acumen, as my
words were greeted with silence.
I continued: “Yes, an apple. The verboten fruit
of Eden and also the shape of my ashtray with
an inscription from Sir Isaac Newton’s manor in
England. Visitors there can stand before a plaque
which claims to be the location of the very tree
through which he was quite rudely reminded of
the law of gravity.”
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Inchwing pointed to Babs Elori. “So it’s the
babe—her red hair.”
“But Inchwing, couldn’t Mrs. Snodgrass, the
former queen of Mr. Snodgrass’s life, also be in
dicted by that logic?”
He pointed at the Russians: “It was the kid,
Blochenko. He played red in the match.”
I said, “You only say that in order to more easily
secure his prized pajamas. Perhaps in chomping on
the chess piece, Snodgrass was even more subtly imi
tating the grandfather and his ubiquitous cigar.”
I gave the old man a tight smile, eager to soon
be rid of him and his stench. “Snodgrass obviously
had noticed the ashtray’s souvenir inscription be
fore he filled it up with his cigarette butts, and so in
his last moments bit down upon that symbolic apple
of the red queen with an infinitely more clever
message. Justice reaches out its inflexible hand,
ladies and gentlemen. For you see, as Snodgrass
knew, and as I do, and as any other well-read stu
dent of history knows, Sir Isaac Newton is doubly
admired not only for his scientific brilliance but
because he struggled with the common lingual
difficulty of—”
“ Stuttering!” Inchwing cried, extending a
finger to the ceiling, and I swore to my Fustian
ancestors that I could have lowered my own heavy
object upon his skull in that moment. I’d no time
for that, however, as Dreeser, finding all accusing
eyes upon him, could no longer maintain the lie
and ran for the exit. Inchwing tackled him at the
pastry table, however, toppling it all with a winc
ing crack of wood. Dreeser was disoriented and
pastry-covered long enough for the elder Blochen
ko to drop his full weight onto him and squat there
smoking until the police arrived. The two women
commenced reconciling on the couch.
“Fool’s mate,” I pronounced, my coda lost in
the congratulations being showered upon Inch
wing. He had no use for such glory, however, as
he was too busy haggling with young Blochenko
for the sale of his pajamas.

